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Overview of the Basel Committee Principles – Context & Timeline 

Background 
“One of the most significant lessons learned from the global financial crisis that began in 2007 was that banks’ information 

technology (IT) and data architectures were inadequate to support the broad management of financial risks. Many banks 

lacked the ability to aggregate risk exposures and identify concentrations quickly and accurately at the bank group level, 

across business lines and between legal entities.” * 

 

• Enhance infrastructure 

• Improve decision-making process & MI timeliness 

• Enhance MI at legal entity and consolidated level 

• Reduce probability and severity of losses 

• Improve strategic planning & new product risk mgmt 

 

• G-SIBs  

• National supervisors may apply principles to a wider 

range of banks, including D-SIBs 

• Banking group and solo basis 

• All risk management processes & reporting 

Scope Objectives 

2013 2014 2015 2016 

Regulatory 
Requirements 

Elaboration of strategies to 
meet principles 

Self assessment of G-SIBs 
against these principles 

expectations (gap analysis) 

Projects to address identified 
gaps 

* BCBS Principles for effective risk data aggregation and risk reporting 
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Overview of the Basel Committee Principles – Four Topics 

The Principles cover four closely related topics. 

• Ensure reports are  

accurate, convey  

aggregated risk data  

and are reconciled  

and validated. 

• Ensure reports are comprehensive, clear, useful and set 

on a frequency which meets recipients’ requirements.  

 

 

• Supervisors should 

periodically                            

review and 

evaluate bank’s                           

compliance to                             

these principles.  

• Ensure reports are comprehensive, clear, useful and 

set on a frequency which meet recipients’ 

requirements.  

 

• Define a strong governance framework, risk data 

architecture and IT infrastructure. 

• Ensure risk data aggregation capabilities and risk 

reporting practices are subject to strong governance. 

• Design, build and  

maintain data  

architecture and  

IT infrastructure. 

 

 

 

• Generate accurate, reliable and up to date risk data 

across the banking group activities in order to identify 

and report risk exposures, concentration and emerging 

risks. 

 

Supervisory Authorities' scope 

I. Overarching 

Governance and 

Infrastructure 

II. Risk Data 

Aggregation  

Capabilities 

III. Risk  

Reporting Practices 

IV. Supervisory  

Review, tools  

and cooperation 

RISK DATA 

AGGREGATION 

AND RISK 

REPORTING 
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Key challenges 
 

• Governance. Robust governance arrangements must be in place. Data quality risk must be a 

Board-level issue.  

• Documentation of the data architecture. Processes, controls, roles & responsibilities, data 

items, identifiers and reporting must be fully defined and documented. The lineage of risk data 

throughout the data lifecycle must be fully understood.  

• Validation. Risk data and reports must be reconciled and subject to independent validation. 

• Adaptability – flexible aggregation. Group structure should not hinder aggregation 

capabilities within the organisation. It must be possible to aggregate data at 

geographical/regional, legal entity, industry, asset class and business line levels. 

• Adaptability – ad hoc reporting. Banks must implement flexible infrastructure and processes 

to produce timely ad hoc reports – under both stressed and normal conditions. 

• Effectiveness of risk data aggregation processes. The Board and senior management 

must be aware of and address any limitations – technical or legal – that compromise risk data 

aggregation. Where a bank relies on manual processes and desktop apps it must have 

effective mitigants and controls in place. 

• Resilience to change. Firms must be able to assess the impact of change on risk data 

aggregation and reporting capability – including regulatory changes, new products, process 

changes and IT initiatives. 

• Sustainability. Enterprise-wide understanding of the data architecture and resilience to 

change mean that the approach to compliance must be sustainable. 
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The struggle to comply 

Why are firms struggling?  What are the symptoms? 
 

• Over-reliance reliance on existing purpose-built infrastructure and reporting capabilities 

• Firms rate their own compliance with the risk reporting principles higher than their compliance 

with the governance, infrastructure and data aggregation principles.  

• Firms appear compliant at Group level or at the level of a specific legal entity – but lack the 

same capability at different aggregation levels. They don’t meet the adaptability requirement. 
 

• Large-scale in-flight projects – spanning 2016 and beyond 

• Resources are not available – and the data landscape is changing at the same time.  

• Dependence on project resources, and not on embedded data governance and data 

management capabilities, means that compliance – once achieved – could not be sustained.  
 

• The fundamental reason? 

• Lack of a sustainable embedded enterprise-wide understanding of the data landscape – and 

the business context in which it operates.  

 

G-SIBs have only five quarters left to comply. Yet out of thirty participating in the BCBS 

self-assessment, a third of them expected to fail. And that may be optimistic… 
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The solution: inventorise, connect and control 

• Risk data elements, identifiers and data definitions – both in standardised form and in their 

representations in specific systems. 

• Governance – roles and responsibilities for risk data at each stage in the data aggregation and 

reporting lifecycle.  

• Infrastructure – systems where data is originated, transformed and stored. 

• Data transformation and aggregation processes, including manual interventions. 

• Reporting – coverage and content, distribution and purpose. 

 
 

• Information about the data landscape must become corporate understanding that is 

embedded and actionable – sustainable through collaboration by business and IT owners.  

• Data elements must be set in business context – related to people, policies and processes. 

• Data lineage and data aggregation must be visible and understandable to all stakeholders 

throughout the lifecycle from data capture to reporting. 
 

 

• Business owners of data and process remain responsible for content. 

• Key stakeholders – e.g. decision-makers and independent validators – can access information.  
 

  

Inventorise the key objects making up the firm’s data aggregation capability – incrementally 

Connect the objects and make them visible in an integrated way across the organisation 

Control the resulting corporate understanding so that it remains current and correct  
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…to build a data architecture rooted in the business community 

Data architecture captured in project-generated and system-level documents or spreadsheets is neither usable nor 

maintainable. To create a compliant solution, build data understanding incrementally, using a web-delivered toolset 

that supports collaboration among the community of business owners, decision makers and change managers  
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Collaborative platform to chart data & business landscape 

INVENTORISE CONNECT CONTROL 

Collate inventories describing the 

building blocks of your business 

COLLABORATE 

Connect items together to provide 

context, relevance and 

provenance 

Filter and analyse the business 

from your perspective  

A knowledgeable community at 

your fingertips 
Business Community 

LEVERAGE 

Combine understanding & 

community to improve your business 



COMMON 

UNDERSTANDING 

MULTIPLE DWH 

HUNDREDS OF 

STAKEHOLDERS 

CHANGING 

ARCHITECTURES 

NEW 

REGULATIONS 

&  

NEW REQUESTS 

FROM 

REGULATORS 

DIFFERENT 

TAXONOMIES 

CONSTANT 

CHANGE 

MANUAL 

WORKAROUNDS 

LACK OF 

COMMUNICATION 

LACK OF COMMUNICATION 

CROSS-FUNCTIONAL IMPACTS CAN NOW 

BE TRACED AND VISUALISED 

MANUAL WORKAROUNDS 

GET VISIBILITY OF MANUAL 

WORKAROUNDS AND THEIR IMPACT ON 

THE ARCHITECTURE 

MULTIPLE DWH AND PLATFORMS 

DATA LINEAGE AND DATA DISCONNECTS 

ARE NOW IN PLAIN VIEW 

DIFFERING TAXONOMIES 

LOCAL TERMS ARE MAPPED INTO A 

CENTRAL GLOSSARY TO ALLOW A TWO 

WAY TRANSLATION 

CHANGING ARCHITECTURES 

CLICKABLE VIEW OF HOW PROJECTS 

ARE IMPACTING INDIVIDUAL DATA, 

PROCESS, SYSTEM, POLICY ETC. ITEMS 

Solving everyday challenges 



DATA IS CORE TO THE FIRM 

REACTIVE APPROACHES HAVE FAILED 

INCREASING EFFORT TO MAINTAIN 

COMPLIANCE AND UNDERSTANDING 

NO LONGER SUSTAINABLE 

 

STOP BURYING VALUABLE KNOWLEDGE IN WORD, 

POWERPOINT, EXCEL AND SHAREPOINT…  

EMPOWER COMMUNITIES TO CAPTURE, CONNECT, 

LEVERAGE AND SHARE KNOWLEDGE  
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Demonstration (1) 
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Demonstration (2) 
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Demonstration (3) 
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Demonstration (4) 
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Demonstration (5) 
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Any questions? 

Q & A 
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We have the resources to ensure you succeed: 

A dedicated team for risk data aggregation and reporting 

 

Experience: 10 years in Banking industry 

Specialises in: Credit Risk Framework, Data 

Aggregation 

Typically assists clients with: Credit risk 

projects, Risk systems transformation 

programs 

Call Frédéric to discuss: Basel 3, Large 

Exposures reporting, Data Aggregation 

 

Email: f.blard@reply.eu 

Phone: +352 691 143 903 

Frédéric Blard - Senior Consultant 

 

Experience: 4 years in Banking industry 

Specialises in: Credit Risk Framework, Data 

Aggregation 

Typically assists clients with: Credit risk 

projects, Integration projects 

Call Jonathan to discuss: Basel 3, Credit 

Risk Reporting, Data Aggregation 

 

Email: j.vanmalleghem@reply.eu 

Phone: +32 471 671 020 

Jonathan Van Malleghem - Senior Consultant 

 

Experience: 15 years in Data & Banking 

Specialises in: Data Strategy & Governance 

Typically assists clients with: data 

understanding & governance projects 

 

Call Patrick to discuss: BCBS239, 

Collaborative Working & Driving Cultural 

Change around data 

 

Email: patrick.dewald@diaku.com 

Phone: +442071001244 

 

Experience: Over 20 years in Banking 

Specialises in: Credit Risk, Market Risk, 

Data Aggregation 

Typically assists clients with: Counterparty 

credit risk and market risk projects, Risk 

systems transformation programs 

Call Barry to discuss: Basel 3/CRD IV, 

CCR, Data Aggregation 

 

Email: b.smith@reply.eu 

Phone: +44 7776 178267 

Patrick Dewald - Director 

Barry Smith - Director 



Introduction to Avantage Reply and Diaku 
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Member of the Reply Group, a publicly-

listed group, with US$ 750 million in sales, 

employing 4,400 consultants and technology-

delivery service professionals. 

Rapidly Growing Pan-European Firm 

Avantage Reply employs 200 consultants within our 

13 offices across Europe and the UK. 

200 consultants who typically have a 

minimum of 6 years of experience in 

Financial Services. 

Established in 2004, Avantage Reply is a pan-

European specialised management consultancy 

delivering change initiatives in Operations, Risk, 

Finance (Capital Management and Regulatory 

Reporting) and Treasury. 

2 
0 
0 
4 

Risk 

London 

Edinburgh 

Brussels 

Luxembourg 

Amsterdam 

Munich 

Turin 

Hamburg 

Frankfurt 

Berlin 

Rome 

Operations 

Finance 
 (Capital 

Management 

& Regulatory 

Reporting) 

Treasury 

Paris 

Milan 

A Pan-European Risk, Regulatory and Treasury Consultancy 
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Specialised Management Consultancy 

Delivery capabilities covering 

Advisory Services, Project 

Management, Business and 

Functional Analysis, Data Analysis. 

Our clients are large international 

financial institutions as well as 

specialised financial services Business 

Units within international groups. 

Proven Credentials 

Operate in small delivery-focused 

teams in collaboration with the client 

to ensure transfer of knowledge.  

 

Operations, Risk,  

Finance, Treasury 

ABN Amro, Belfius, BNP Paribas, Delta 

Lloyd, Deutsche Bank, ING, IntesaSanPaolo, 

KBC, RBS, Société Générale, Unicredit 

Retail & Corporate Banking 

Investment Banking &  

Capital Markets 

 

Regulatory Expertise 

BPSS, BNY Mellon, CACEIS, RBC, State 

Street, etc.  

Alliance Bernstein, MAN Group,  

Rothschild, etc. 

 

Investment Management  

& 

Investment Services 

Risk Change & Technology Clearstream, Euroclear, etc. 
Post-trading  

Service Providers 

Delivery capabilities 

spanning across consulting 

(Avantage Reply) and 

technology (Reply Group). 

 

Proven track record in 

delivering pragmatic 

solutions to our clients. 

 

Outstanding Credentials in Financial Services 
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Since early 2011, Avantage Reply has been a member firm of the Reply Group, a pan-European group 

specialised in consulting, systems integration, service management and business process outsourcing. As 

such, Avantage Reply can provide clients with support from the initial phase of the project to its completion, 

including technology and operational implementation, if required. 

•  Pan-European publicly-listed Group, established in 

1996, with offices in 19 European cities, Brazil and the 

US. 

 

Overview of the Reply Group 

 

Total sales (€550m in 2013 )

Total employees (4400 in 2013)

Growth between 2002 - 2013

Employee Euro (m)

2002 2013

End-to-end Delivery Capabilities 

 
•  Avantage Reply and the Reply Group bring clients 

product knowledge and financial services experience 

coupled with technology delivery capabilities.  

Where expertise meets technology...

Op,

Risk,

Finance

& Treasury

Advisory

Business

architecture design

Process and organisation design

and implementation

IT architecture design and

component selection

Systems integration and technology

solutions implementation

End-to-end Delivery Capabilities within a Half-a-Billion Euro Group  
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Overview of Diaku 

• Diaku is a governance consulting and software 

company. 

• Diaku has a unique take on Data Governance with a 

focus on collaboratively building a shared understanding 

of data within its business context. 

• Diaku has the methodology, expertise and software for 

its clients to unlock value fast and work towards lifting 

the data burden once and for all. 

• Our framework and software puts understanding first. It 

empowers everyone to see across boundaries and be 

more connected with minimal additional effort. 

• Governance of core business facets like Data, Process, 

Quality and Regulation starts by embracing the state of 

the business today and recognizing the only way to 

make lasting change is to work through it together. 

What makes us unique 

 

About Diaku 

 

Focus 
We have over 15 years 

experience in designing, 

implementing and 

running governance 

related initiatives and 

only governance related 

initiatives. 

Non-Disruptive 
The last thing you need 

is another programme 

disrupting your 

business. Diaku 

solutions leverage 

existing assets and 

initiatives.  

Collaborative 
We enable people to 

work together more 

easily. Being connected 

becomes the norm, not 

the exception.  

Value Driven 
No governance for the 

sake of governance.  

Our approach and 

software is value driven, 

ensuring the appropriate 

level of governance to 

unlock value in a 

sustainable manner. 
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a 

All information contained in this document is proprietary and confidential to Avantage Reply Limited. No part of it may be published, 

communicated, disseminated, adapted or reproduced by any group, entity or other entity, agents or contractors without the prior consent of 

Avantage Reply. Although we have taken care over what is said in this slide deck, we have not attempted to give exhaustive statements of 

regulation or any opinions on specific regulatory issues. This slide deck does not provide or offer legal, professional or other advice.  

Contact Details 

Frankfurt office 

Xuccess Reply GmbH  

Hahnstrasse 68-70  

D-60528-Frankfurt am Main 

Germany 

 

 

London Office 

avantage Reply Limited  

5th Floor, Dukes House  

32 – 38 Dukes Place   

London, EC3A  7LP    

United Kingdom 

 

Telephone: +44 20 7709 4000 

Facsimile: +44 20 7283 2402  

www.avantagereply.com 

 

 

Luxembourg office 

avantage Reply (Luxembourg) SàRL  

46a, avenue J.F. Kennedy        

L-1855 Luxembourg   

Luxembourg 

 

Amsterdam office 

avantage Reply (Netherlands) BV  

The Atrium 

Strawinskylaan 3051 

1077 ZX  Amsterdam 

The Netherlands 

 

Edinburgh office 

avantage Reply Limited  

Ground Floor 

4 Randolph Place 

Edinburgh, EH3 7TQ 

Scotland 

Brussels office 

avantage Reply (Belgium) SPRL  

Congresstraat / Rue du Congres 5 

B-1000 Brussels 

Belgium 

Milan office 

avantage Reply   

Via Castellanza, 11 

I-20151-Milan 

Italy 

Munich office 

Xuccess Reply GmbH  

Arnulfstr. 27 

80335 München 

Germany 

 

 

Hamburg office 

Xuccess Reply GmbH  

Brook 1 

20457 Hamburg 

Germany 

 

 

www.avantagereply.com 

Paris Office 

Avantage Reply (France)  

5, rue des Colonnes – 6th floor  

75002 Paris  

France 

 


